
The Ask a Librarian Quality Assurance Workgroup is 
pleased to announce the October, November and 

December 2018 Exemplary Reference Award Winners 

 
October 
BRIEF CHAT – Casey D. (Marion County Public Library System) 
DETAILED CHAT – Madison B. (AAL Intern) 
 
November 
BRIEF CHAT – Judy K. (University of Central Florida) 
DETAILED CHAT – Shannon S. (Polk State College) 
 
December 
BRIEF CHAT – Lauri R. (Florida Atlantic University) 
DETAILED CHAT – Casey A. (Pasco County Libraries) 

 
Please join us in congratulating our winners as they set the bar 

for providing exemplary virtual reference services for Ask a 
Librarian!  



October 
Brief Chat: Casey D. (Marion County Public Library System) 

Client Name: Patron 
Initial Question: investment tourism 
Patron: hi!! 
Casey D - Marion County Public Library System: Hello, ----. How can I help you?  
Patron: i am trying to find find information about investment tourism... 
Patron: which is different from tourism investment... 
Casey D - Marion County Public Library System: Without doing any research I would assume investment 
tourism is bringing in tourist who may invest in your area, am I on the right path? 
Patron: correct... 
Casey D - Marion County Public Library System: Okay cool. Is this for a project? 
Patron: it took me some time to understand it at first but it was super easy for you.. 
Patron: yes... 
Patron: it is a new project I am working on... 
Patron: and I can't find anything... 
Casey D - Marion County Public Library System: What type of resources do you need? 
Patron: well I wanted to know if any cities have used this strategy at all before and if so.. how? 
Patron: any material/sources will help... 
Casey D- Marion County Public Library System: I am sure cities have used the strategy I just don't know if 
they used that term exactly. Would the recent interest/bids to get Amazon's second HQ be along the lines of 
what you are looking for? 
Patron: not sure... 
Patron: it could also be outside the US... 
Patron: I just don't know how to look for it... 
Casey D - Marion County Public Library System: Well doing quick searches I see why you specified the 
difference in investment tourism and tourism investment - Google is trying to swap those around 
Patron: yes it does... 
Patron: that is why I'm looking for some help because it won't let the concept stay the same... 
Casey D - Marion County Public Library System: I would try searching without the term "tourism." So try 
looking for attracting investors 
Patron: ok ok... 
Patron: thank you... 
Casey D - Marion County Public Library System: I really think its the term tourism that is causing issues 
Patron: ok.. 
Casey D- Marion County Public Library System: Also look into that second Amazon HQ, there will be lots of 
news articles on that. And here in central Florida, Marion County has recently done something similar to attract 
the website Chewy.com into the area. 
Patron: got it... 
Casey D - Marion County Public Library System: Does that kind of give you a head-start? 
Patron: hopefully I'll get the info... 
Patron: yes.. thanks so much for the help.. 
Casey D - Marion County Public Library System: If you need to find specific articles head into your school's 
library and have the librarian help you with the specific resources that are available to you. 
Patron: will do... 
Patron: have a good one and thanks again! 
Casey D- Marion County Public Library System: Good luck! 

 
Detailed Chat: Madison B. (AAL Intern) 

Client Name: Patron 
Initial Question: can the number 0 be a solution of a rational expression? 
Madison B- AAL Staff: Hello.  
Madison B- AAL Staff: I can try to search for you. 



Patron: Hello 
Patron: Thank you :) 
Madison B- AAL Staff: Like x=0? 
Madison B- AAL Staff: I don't think that would make sense. 
Madison B- AAL Staff: What is the expression? 
Patron: Well it's a true or false question on my assignment and it says "The number 0 can never be a solution 
of a rational expression" and I put false but I'm unsure if that's correct 
Madison B- AAL Staff: Hmm. Okay.  
Madison B- AAL Staff: I guess it could be. X just couldn't be in the denominator. 
Madison B- AAL Staff: But isn't x^2 = 0 a rational expression? If so, then yes, x can be 0 
Madison B- AAL Staff: But then it seems like rational expressions are ratios of two polynomials, meaning that 
x is going to be in the denominator at some point?  
https://www.mathsisfun.com/algebra/rational-expression.html 
 
Madison B- AAL Staff: 

"A rational function is the ratio of two polynomials P(x) and Q(x) like this 
f(x) = P(x)Q(x) 

Except that Q(x) cannot be zero (and anywhere that Q(x)=0 is undefined)" 

Madison B- AAL Staff: So as long as Q(x) is not zero, I think x could be zero.  
Madison B- AAL Staff: So, I would say that you are correct in that the statement is false. 
Patron: Okay thank you that would make sense so do you think if in the equation it had the number 0 could 
that have a solution? 
Madison B- AAL Staff: With some of the examples here, x could definitely be zero. 
 
Madison B- AAL Staff: Maybe not though.  
I'm not sure. 
Madison B- AAL Staff: I would use the two links I gave you and try to think about it. 
Madison B- AAL Staff: Sorry, I have not taken math in many years. 
Patron: Thank you I am looking at the links right now and it looks like you may be right :) 
Madison B- AAL Staff: I think it can be equal to zero: https://2012books.lardbucket.org/books/beginning-
algebra/s10-rational-expressions-and-equat.html 
Madison B- AAL Staff: "b. To determine the restrictions, set the denominator of the original function equal to 0 and 
solve. 
Madison B- AAL Staff: It has to have a zero solution if there is no non-x term. 
Patron: Thank you so much!! :) so then it would be false since every rational expression can be simplified as 
well :) 
Madison B- AAL Staff: I believe so. 
Patron: Would you know if common denominators are required if you either add, subtract, multiply, or divide 
rational expressions? 
Madison B- AAL Staff: Give me a few moments to help out another patron and I can look into it. 
Patron: Okay thank you cause I'm not sure if it would be different for each of them or if they all require a 
common denominator 
Patron: Yeah no problem I'll be here :) 
Madison B- AAL Staff: Are you still there? 
Patron: I am still here :) 
Madison B- AAL Staff: I don't believe you would need a common denominator. 
Madison B- AAL Staff: If anything, I would multiply them to perform an operation. 
Madison B- AAL Staff: Hold on. Let me research it. I might be wrong. 
Madison B- AAL Staff: "When the denominators are not the same in all expressions that you want to add or 
subtract as in the example below you have to find a common denominator. The easiest way to do this is to 
multiply the denominators with each other, but that might not get the simplest computations and usually 
requires a lot of simplifying afterwards, but it's a method that always works if you're uncertain.  A way to get 
the usually easiest computations is to find the least common denominator (LCD). The LCD is the least number 
that is a common multiple of the two or more numbers in the denominator." 



Madison B- AAL Staff: https://www.mathplanet.com/education/algebra-1/rational-expressions/add-and-
subtract-rational-expressions 
Madison B- AAL Staff: So I think you can do it without LCD, it just may not be pleasant. 
Madison B- AAL Staff: Oh, wait.  
Sorry, you need common denominators to add and subtract. For some reason, I thought you meant LCD. 
Madison B- AAL Staff: You do not need common denominators for multiplication and division however. 
Patron: Okay thank you sooo much you have been a huge help Maddie I really appreciate it!! :) 
Madison B- AAL Staff: No problem.  
Madison B- AAL Staff: I'm really sorry if I just confused you more! 
Madison B- AAL Staff: I was a physics major in college, so I should know this stuff. 
But it's been a while! 
Patron: No no not at all it helped me out a bunch thank you! Wow that's amazing! I will be having to take 
physics as well for my degree which I took that in high school but it was tough to understand so im kind of 
nervous for when I have to take it for my degree, that's amazing that you have the physics major though! :) Its 
okay I understand you have helped me out a lot though! 
Madison B- AAL Staff: I'm sure you will make it through! 
Madison B- AAL Staff: Good luck with your studies! 
 
Madison B- AAL Staff: Did you need anything else tonight? 
Patron: Thank you so much!! That was everything that I needed help on thanks to you now i'll be able to finish 
my assignment and understand it thank you! I hope you have a great night! :) 
Madison B- AAL Staff: You're welcome.  
You too! 

 
November 
Brief Chat: Judy K. (University of Central Florida) 

Client Name: Patron 
Initial Question: If I wanted to meet with a librarian, how would I set that up? 
Judy K - UCF: Hi ---, This is Judy from UCF. I can find out how you can schedule a meeting with a USF 
librarian. I will find out and be right back.  
Patron: Thank you 
Patron: Maybe you could also share search tips--I'm wanting to find research on single-issue voters 
Judy K - UCF: Ok. I can help you with that. I'll look at your library's databases. I'm sure we can find some 
good sources.  
Judy K - UCF: What kind of assignment or class is this for? 
Patron: Composition II 
Judy K - UCF: Thanks.  
Judy K - UCF: I would suggest trying the Opposing Viewpoints in Context database to start. It is really good 
for this type of issue. Here is a link. Let me know if you have any problems accessing it. https://guides-lib-usf-
edu.ezproxy.lib.usf.edu/az.php?t=33265&q=opposing%20viewpoints 
Patron: I'm looking for negative effects of single issue voting 
Patron: Thanks for the link! 
Patron: I think it will lead me to what I need for my favorite class 
Judy K - UCF: You are welcome. It's an excellent database and it shows both sides of an issue. I always 
suggest it for English and Speech classes.  
Judy K - UCF: Try just using "voting" as your search term 
Patron: Great, thanks! 
Judy K - UCF: At least to start. I'm going to look at another database, Academic Search Premier, and see what 
I come up with. I'll be right back  
Judy K- UCF: Here is a link to Academic Search Premier. There are a lot of articles on the topic. Use "single 
issue voters" as the keyword to start. https://guides-lib-usf-
edu.ezproxy.lib.usf.edu/az.php?t=33265&q=academic%20search 
Judy K - UCF: This is a large general database with academic, popular, news articles, ebooks, etc . It is really 
good for interdisciplinary topics.  



Patron: Thanks! 
Patron: That will help. I appreciate it. Have a good day! 
Judy K - UCF: Do you still want to make an appointment with a librarian? 
Patron: I will hold off for now--thanks again 
Judy K - UCF: You're welcome. Have a good day.  

 
Detailed Chat: Shannon S. (Polk State College) 

Client Name: Patron 
Initial Question: I'm trying to find an article I used for a research proposal on the Polk website, but I can't find 
it. 
Shannon S: Hi ---! 
Shannon S: What is the title / author for the article you are trying to locate? 
Patron: I didn't save the author's name, but the title is "Want to stop algal blooms? Stop feeding it." and I'm 
pretty sure it was on the News Bank database 
Patron: I just can't figure out how to get on it 
Shannon S: Oh - So you would like to know how to access Newsbank - correct? 
Patron: yes please 
Shannon S: Here’s the link to our library homepage: https://www.polk.edu/library-tlcc-tutoring/ Then click on 
articles/databases. Your Borrower ID: student # (including the letter) / PIN: last four digits of your student ID 
Shannon S: The databases will be alphabetical - scroll down till you see Newsbank :) 
Patron: I can't find it 
Shannon S: Actually - Instead select the Subject button at the top. 
Patron: ok 
Shannon S: Then expand "News & Current Events 
Shannon S: There are separate Newsbank databases for the Nation & the World. 
Shannon S: America's News (NewsBank)  
Patron: Ok I think I found it 
Shannon S: Do you want me to help you look for the article? 
Patron: Yes please 
Shannon S: Ok :) Let me know if you find it first - We'll race! 
Shannon S: https://infoweb-newsbank-com.db22.linccweb.org/apps/news/openurl?ctx_ver=z39.88-
2004&rft_id=info%3Asid/infoweb.newsbank.com&svc_dat=AWNB&req_dat=3E3C1969588645838AFB68846A
1F72B0&rft_val_format=info%3Aofi/fmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Actx&rft_dat=document_id%3Anews%252F0EE6D
BFD79D153CB  
Shannon S: Is that the correct article? 
Patron: It says error 
Shannon S: Doh! 
Shannon S: https://infoweb-newsbank-com.db22.linccweb.org/apps/news/document-
view?p=AWNB&t=country%3AUSA%21USA&sort=YMD_date%3AD&maxresults=20&f=advanced&val-base-
0=%22Want%20to%20stop%20algae%22&fld-base-0=alltext&docref=news/0EE6DBFD79D153CB 
Patron: Yes! Thank you so much! Is there a way you could possibly find 2 more for me since I can't find them 
Shannon S: Here's the title:  

"WANT TO STOP ALGAE? STOP FEEDING THEM" 

Shannon S: Sure 
Shannon S: The trick is to search for the portion of the title you know for sure in "quotes" 
Patron: "Plastic becoming biggest menace in Pakistan" 
Patron: Oh Ill try my last one 
Shannon S: Sounds like a plan! 
Patron: I can't find it 
Patron: "Apex court shuns Port Polluters - All dirty cargo handling would be through PIBT" 
Shannon S: The plastic one or the 3rd one? I'm still working on the plastic one... 
Patron: The 3rd one 



Shannon S: Type it into the chat & I'll have a look. 
Patron: Oh I found the 2nd one 
Shannon S: Is there another database you used? 
Shannon S: Oh - yea! 
Patron: I don't think so 
Shannon S: What's the 3rd title? 
Patron: "Apex court shuns Port Polluters - All dirty cargo handling would be through PIBT" 
Shannon S: Thx! 
Patron: It should be from the same database 
Shannon S: Still looking.... 
Shannon S: Got It! 
Patron: Yay! 
Shannon S: It was in the world one 
Shannon S: https://infoweb-newsbank-com.db22.linccweb.org/apps/news/document-
view?p=AWNB&t=&sort=YMD_date%3AD&fld-base-0=alltext&maxresults=20&val-base-
0=%22Apex%20court%20shuns%20Port%20Polluters%20All%20Dirty%20Cargo%22&docref=news/16E261
1D81977C68  
Patron: It's saying error again 
Shannon S: https://infoweb-newsbank-com.db22.linccweb.org/apps/news/openurl?ctx_ver=z39.88-
2004&rft_id=info%3Asid/infoweb.newsbank.com&svc_dat=AWNB&req_dat=3E3C1969588645838AFB68846A
1F72B0&rft_val_format=info%3Aofi/fmt%3Akev%3Amtx%3Actx&rft_dat=document_id%3Anews%252F16E26
11D81977C68  
Patron: It's still saying error 
Shannon S: Correct title:  

Apex court shuns Port Polluters - All dirty cargo handling would be through PIBT 

BTW- The database will give you a citation too.  
Shannon S: Access World News Research Collection (NewsBank) - Not sure why the permalink will not work :( 
Patron: It's not showing up when I search 
Shannon S: I searched for this:  "Apex court shuns Port Polluters All Dirty Cargo" 
Patron: Found it! 
Shannon S: Yea!!! 
Patron: THANK YOU SO MUCH!! 
Shannon S: You're very welcome :) Need help w/ those citations, or you got it from here? 
Patron: Yeah can you show me one 
Patron: Idk if I know how 
Shannon S: Open up the last article so you see the full text. 
Patron: ok 
Patron: Is this right? 
Shannon S: In the top toolbar look for ''C (2nd from left) 
Patron: "Apex court shuns Port Polluters - All dirty cargo handling would be through PIBT." Energy Update 
(Pakistan), vol. 5, no. 134-135, sec. News, 30 Sept. 2018. NewsBank, 
infoweb.newsbank.com/apps/news/document-view?p=AWNB&docref=news/16E2611D81977C68. Accessed 
14 Nov. 2018. 
Shannon S: APA? MLA? 
Patron: MLA 
Shannon S: That's what they list :) 
Patron: Ok thank you! 
Shannon S: Remember when pasting it into your Works Cited to use "merge formatting" to keep the italics. 
Patron: ok 
Shannon S: You can take your completed paper to one of our writing tutors and they will check everything for 
you too. For FREE! 
Patron: Ok thank you 
Shannon S: Anything else I may assist you with tonight? 
Patron: No that's all 



Shannon S: Thank you for using Ask-a-librarian ---. Best of luck on the paper. Contact us again if we can 
provide further assistance. Have a great evening! 
Patron: You too 

 
 

December 
Brief Chat: Lauri R. (Florida Atlantic University) 

Client Name: Patron 
Initial Question: I'm signed in as a student. How can I read this article? 
Lauri R: Hello! Welcome to Ask A Librarian! My name is Lauri and I'm a reference librarian at Florida Atlantic 
University. 
Patron: Good Morning 
Lauri R: You say you are signed in as a student. Are you off campus or on campus.  
Lauri R: ? 
Patron: Off campus 
Lauri R: And did you go to the library's home page https://library.fau.edu and then click on "Off Campus 
Connect" at the bottom right side of the blue box on the library's home page? 
Patron: No 
Lauri R: If you go there, using the left option is easiest, as you can then sign in to authenticate yourself as an 
FAU student using your FAU User Name and password, like you use for MyFAU 
Lauri R: You should get a message in a few seconds that says you were successful, and it should take you 
back to the library's home page. Let me know if it does not. 
Patron: Ok, I have now done that. 
Lauri R: And you got the message that you were successful and were taken back to the library's home page? 
Patron: Yes 
Lauri R: Great! Do you have a citation for an article or were you searching for an article by topic? 
Patron: I have found an article that I'm interested in, but I don't know how I can actually see the article, to read 
it. 
Lauri R: Now that you have logged into Off Campus Connect, you should be able to take the title of the article 
and put it in the search Box within the blue box on the library's home page.  
Lauri R: I would also put quotation marks around the title, as it tells the computer to look for those words as a 
phrase/in that order.  
Patron: I already found it, I just can't seem to figure out how to read it. 
Lauri R: Once you are shown the article, you typically will see one or more of three items to get to the full text.  
Patron: THat's what I can't find 
Lauri R: You might see a button below the article for full text, or for Find It @ FAU, or PDF, or HTML 
Lauri R: What is the article title? I'll check it out on my computer.  
Patron: M2M Communications in 5G: State-of-the-Art Architecture, Recent Advances, and Research 
Challenges. 
Lauri R: Thanks - I'm checking now.  
Patron: Thank you 
Lauri R: You want to click on the Find It @ FAU button below the article to check to see if we can access the 
full text.  
Lauri R: I'm doing the same thing now.  
Lauri R: You should be taken to a screen that has a few options at the top. Hopefully the page will 
automatically resolve in several seconds to the information and link to the PDF document. (It did that for me).  
Patron: Ah, ok, now I see. 
Patron: Thank you for your help. Greatly appreciated! 
Lauri R: Once you are at the screen that opens to the title of the article, you should see a PDF icon below the 
article.  
Lauri R: You are very welcome! Do well on your exams! 
Patron: I have another question for you. 
Lauri R: Go ahead.  
Patron: How can I generate citations in IEEE format? 



Lauri R: You typically won't find them automatically generated, but I can help you with info the formatting of 
them.  
Lauri R: http://libguides.fau.edu/c.php?g=324996&p=2184107 
Patron: I see. 
Patron: Thank you very much for your help. 
Lauri R: What I often recommend to students when trying to format things for a special non-typical style, is to 
check the preformatted styles 
Lauri R: and then choose the one that is most like your style (IEEE) and download that.  
Lauri R: Now you can tweak that style to make the IEEE style and do less typing than you might otherwise 
have to.  
Patron: Ok, I will continue to do that. Thanks again. 
Lauri R: Let us know if you have any problems or other questions.  
Patron: I will. 
Patron: Have a great day! 
Lauri R: You too!  

 
Detailed Chat: Casey A. (Pasco County Libraries) 

Client Name: Patron 
Initial Question: I am short to make my rent payment and tomorrow is the deadline and I've called and left 
messages everyplace in pinnellas Co that might be able to help and I just haven't had any luck at all. I don't 
know what to do this has never happened to me before. 
Casey A: Thank you for contacting Pasco Libraries. I will be happy to assist you. Please wait a moment while I 
consider your question... 
Casey A: Which places have you called? 
Patron: I've called all of the St Vincent Depauls, I've called all the Catholic charities, urban league 
daystar,grace house, pinnellas opportunity council human services 
Casey A: Have you tried calling 211? They can usually connect you with someone who will help. 
Patron: And many more also I tried 211. Actually Holy Cross gave me a list of places to contact and I've called 
them all and mostly they all say they're out of funds or they're not open but 2 days a week and I miss them and 
some even say don't leave a message 
Patron: I have never been in this predicament before I've always had plenty of work to pay all my bills. I am a 
sub contractor I paint commercial and residential and I've done so for 22 years! I got behind almost 2 months 
ago when I finished a job and never got paid and I just can't seem to catch up 
Casey A: Have you heard of this group? https://www.hepempowers.org/ 
Patron: No ma'am 
Casey A: They might be able to help. 
Casey A: And you've tried everything else I was going to recommend. 
Casey A: I would've thought that this would be your best 
bet. http://www.pinellascounty.org/humanservices/pdf/Financial-Assistance-Program.pdf 
Patron: Thank you so much 
Casey A: I'm sorry I wasn't more help. 
Casey A: Good luck with everything! 
Patron: Is that multiple Web addresses or all one word? 
Casey A: All one word 

 


